(Main Idea & Details)

1. What item does Mitty find inside a book published in 1899?
   A. A ticket to a rock concert
   B. A completed research paper
   C. An envelope filled with scabs
   D. Currency from the time period

(Point of View)

8. Mila thinks music is a miracle because—
   A. it makes her feel that she is back in the ocean
   B. she is pleased by the way the sounds come together
   C. it makes her think birds and whales are in the room
   D. she knows liking music will make Doctor Beck happy

(Compare/Contrast)

13. Look at the diagram below.

![Diagram showing comparison between Eddie's Nina and Eddie's mother.]

- expresses concern about Eddie's living situation
- gives Eddie money when he asks for it

Which information belongs on the blank line?

A. Visits Eddie's apartment
B. Gives Eddie emotional support
C. Is embarrassed by Eddie's poverty
D. Takes advantage of senior discounts

(Author's Purpose)

23. One way the author creates excitement in the novel is by—
   A. changing the setting often to move the plot
   B. focusing the story on Alicia rather than Bobby
   C. telling the story through several different voices
   D. keeping the reader from knowing Bobby's thoughts

(Cause/Effect)

13. In the Warriors' first scrimmage with the Vikings, how does Richie Walker plan to correct Teddy Moran's bad attitude?
   A. He puts Danny in the game to outplay Teddy.
   B. He assigns several players to guard Teddy.
   C. He calls on the referee to penalize Teddy.
   D. He asks Jeff Ross to talk to Teddy.

(Drawing Conclusions)

24. The man Jack is ultimately destroyed by his—
   A. fear
   B. hatred
   C. ignorance
   D. pride